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: 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
1981 
Commencement Exercises 
Sunday, June 7, 1981-3:00 P.M. 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN, Chairman 	 ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
Chairman, Univar Corporation 	 Vice President & Manager, 
GENEVIEVE ALBERS 	 Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
Seattle, Washington 
JOHN K. BLUME 
President, University Enterprises, Inc. 
FRANK E. CASE, S.J. 
Assistant Professor of Business, 
Seattle University 
JOHN H. GRAY, S.J. 
Academic Vice President, 
Saint Louis University 
THOMAS F. HEALY, S.J. 
President, Matteo Ricci College 
GENE E. LYNN 
CHARLES Z. SMITH 
Professor of Law, 
University of Washington Law School 
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
President, Seattle University 
JOSEPH A. TETLOW, S.J. 
America Magazine, New York 
L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J. 
Associate Professor of Theology/ 
Religious Studies, Seattle University 
G. ROBERT TRUEX, JR. 
Chairman, Rainier National Bank 
	
The Careage Corporation 
	
KELLY WALLER 
NANCY S. (MRS. ARTHUR E.) NOROHOFF 	 Chairman, Safeco Life Insurance Company 
	
Bellevue, Washington 	 J. KEVIN WATERS, S .J. 
Associate Professor of Music, 
Seattle University 
UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION 
WILLIAMJ. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
University President 
WILLIAM E. HAYES, S.J., M.A. 
Vice President for Administration and 
Executive Assistant to the President 
GREGORY F. LUCEY, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for 
University Relations and Planning 
KENNETH R. NIELSEN, Ed.D. 
Vice President for Student Life 
VIRGINIA L. PARKS, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
WILLIAM F. LEROUX, S.J., M.A., S.T.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, Ph.D. 
Dean, Albers School of Business 
FREDERICK JOHN GIES, Ed.D. 
Dean, School of Education 
PATRICIA A. FERRIS, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Nursing 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D.Phil. 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering 
MARYLOU WYSE, Ph.D. 
Dean, Graduate School 
JAMES E. SAWYER, Ph.D. 
Director, Institute of Public Service 
EDWIN H. WEIHE, Ph.D. 
Dean, Matteo Ricci II 
MICHAEL V. Fox, M.A. 
Director of Admissions 
MARY ALICE LEE, B.A. 
Registrar 
Two 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Saturday, June 6, 1981 - 3:00 P.M. 
	
PRINCIPAL CELEBRANT 	 MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN, D.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
	
CONCELEBRANTS 	 REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN. S.J. 
REVEREND LOUIS GAFFNEY, S.J. 
	
MASTER OF CEREMONIES 	 REVEREND LOU MARCHESINI, S.J. 
	
COMMENTATOR 	 SISTER JOAN HARTE, O.P. 
	
LECTORS 	 DIANA ZOTTMAN 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
TODD MONOHON 
A.S.S.U. President 
	
SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT 	 MARIE MCNts.aB 
Student Marshal 
	
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS 	 REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
President of Seattle University 
	
MUSIC 	 "Ave verum corpus" 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Katherine Korbuszewski, Conductor 
"In diademate capitis" 
Giovanni Maria Nanino 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
MARTIN OLSON, M.M., Organist 
Reception 
CAMPION TOWER - SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Saturday, June 6, 1981 - 4:30-6:30 P.M. 
Three 
Commencement 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
SUNDAY, JUNE 7, 1981 - 3:00 P.M. 
PROGRAM 
	
PROCESSIONAL 	 BERNARD STECKLER, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
REED A. Guy, Ph.D. 
Mace Bearer 
J. PATRICK BURKE, Ph.D. 
MARGARET M. HAGGERTY, Ph.D. 
R. MAXIME MARINONI, Ph.D. 
JOSEPH A. MONDA, Ph.D. 
Assistant Marshals 
	
MUSIC 	 "Contrapunctus IX" 
(from Die Kunst Der Fuge) 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
"Rondeau" 
Jean J. Mouret 
"Overture" 
Johann J. Fux 
SEATFLE BRASS ENSEMBLE 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SISTER JOAN HARTE, O.P. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
RECIPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES JAMES R. ELLIS 
Civic Leader, Puget Sound Region 
ANN IDA GANNON, B.V.M. 
President, Mundelein College, 195 7-1975 
JOHN D. SPELLMAN 
Governor, State of Washington 
Four 
	COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
	 JOHN D. SPELLMAN 
	
MUSICAL SELECTIONS 	 "Domine, ad adjuvandum me festina" 
Giovanni Baptista Martini 
Elizabeth Pear, Katherine Korbuszewski, 
Jeanne Van Bronkhorst, Willa Conrad, 
Joan Penney; Gerard Beemster, Soloists 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
ARTHUR BARNES, M.A., Pianist 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
STUDENT SPEAKER MEG NORTON 
Albers School of Business 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Vice President For Academic Affairs 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS CONFERRAL 
BENEDICTION MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN, D.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
RECESSIONAL "Sonata" 
(from Die Bankelsangerlied) 
Anonymous 
"The Great Panathena" 
Roy Gubby 
Five 
Honorary Degrees 
JAMES R. ELLIS 
James R. Ellis, you are an attorney and civic leader whose contributions to life in our region cannot truly be 
measured. 
You have enriched the lives of us all with your ability to envision our future needs and with your selfless 
dedication, wisdom and courage in finding solutions to our critical and complex urban problems. 
All of us have profited greatly from your leadership in the creation of an agency, Metro, to clean up our polluted 
waters; from your work to develop a countywide transit system; and from your service as president of Forward 
Thrust, Inc., a program which has resulted in public authorization for the Kingdome, the marine aquarium, 
Freeway Park and many other parks and public improvements throughout the Puget Sound area. 
You also led the public effort to protect endangered farmlands and lent your support to higher education 
through your tenure on the University of Washington Board of Regents. 
Your dedication to public causes is evidenced not only in your activities locally, but in your service as a director 
of the Ford Foundation, and in your many national awards and honors. 
As grateful as we are for your efforts, our gratitude will not equal that of the future citizens of this area. To that 
next generation you have insured an opportunity to preserve and carry on the privileged and much envied life we 
lead here in Seattle, King County and the Northwest. 
Your life's work has been an illuminating and unparalleled example of what a civic-minded spirit can 
accomplish. 
Upon you, James R. Ellis, Seattle University proudly confers the degree Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
ANN IDA GANNON 
Ann Ida Gannon, you are a woman with vision and foresight, one whose pioneering effort in creating programs 
in higher education for all adults, but especially for women, has been extraordinary. 
You are a philosopher, a dedicated woman religious, a former college president, and a Christian leader who 
believes in and is devoted to the principle of equality for women in our society. Your efforts for many years have 
helped open doors for women, educating and preparing them for a number of roles. 
For eighteen years, as President of Mundelein College in Chicago, you did not waver in your devotion to the 
cause of higher education. Retiring as President of Mundelein in 1975, you returned to a long-favored position, 
that of professor of philosophy. 
Your intellect, experience and wisdom have been widely recognized by business, industry and education as well 
as by the Church and the civic community, and you have served as an adviser to a wide variety of these organiza-
tions. 
You continue to give sterling witness through your unique contributions as woman, as religious, as educator - 
influencing, challenging and forging ahead to teach the values, goals and realities of a Christian and humanistic 
life. 
Upon you, Sister Ann Ida Gannon, BVM, Seattle University proudly confers the degree Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
Six 
JOHN D. SPELLMAN 
John D. Speliman, you are a public official whose integrity, compassion and leadership are strongly and 
singularly reflected in your life's work, service to others. 
As a King County Commissioner, the first King County Executive and now as Governor of the State of 
Washington, your efforts as a public servant have exemplified the highest of values and fulfilled the inviolate 
trust placed in you by the citizenry. 
For eleven years as King County Executive, your leadership shaped the successful development of a new form of 
government in a most diverse and rapidly changing area. 
Your work in initiating policies and programs that have benefited the elderly, improved medical care, protected 
undeveloped lands and constructed one of the most successful multi-purpose stadium complexes in the nation, is 
distinguished evidence of your sincere concern for people and for the quality of life in our region. 
From the day 32 years ago when you were the valedictorian of the Seattle University graduating class of 1949, 
through this year when you and your wife Lois received the Outstanding Alumni Award from this institution, 
you and your family have retained a close association with Seattle University. 
Your life and career have mirrored the very purpose and mission inherent in a Jesuit education - leadership, 
service and a commitment to values. 
Upon you, John D. Spellman, alumnus, Seattle University proudly confers the degree Doctor of Laws, 
honoris causa. 
REVEREND THEODORE M. HESBURGH, C.S.C. 
PRESENTED APRIL 23, 1981 
Distinguished university president and faithful priest, you have devoted your energy and spirit as the longest in 
office of presidents of major American universities, in this twenty-ninth year of your Presidency at the Universi-
ty of Notre Dame. 
Renowned for your role as contemporary statesman in American education, you personally have interwoven the 
areas of education, government, and public affairs with your spiritual integrity, achieving the highest respect 
among Americans not only within the field of education, but in all sectors of our society. Chief among your con-
tributions as educator, religious, scholar, author, statesman, university president for three decades is your keen 
insight and personal commitment to civil rights and international development. Appointed chairman of the 
United States Commission on Civil Rights, you established at Notre Dame a Center for the Study of Human 
Rights which promotes the cause of human dignity in this country and abroad. You have won admiration and 
acclaim for your firm belief in interdependence of the earth's people as the key to human survival. 
Seeking the common welfare and spiritual dignity of all people, you served as United States ambassador to the 
United Nations conference on the transfer of technology from developed to underdeveloped countries. 
Recognizing the courageous pursuit of independent and religious freedom in oppressed people, you are chair -
man of the Select Commission of Refugee and Immigration Policy which recommended revisions in current laws 
to the President. Your contributions to Catholic higher education are well documented and cannot truly be 
measured but are reflected in your leadership of the International Federation of Catholic Universities. 
In recognition of the highest human and spiritual values you represent and of the service of others you ex- 
emplify, Seattle University proudly confers upon you, Theodore M. Hesburgh of the Congregation of Holy 
Cross, President of the University of Notre Dame for twenty-nine years, the degree of Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
Seven 
College of Arts and Sciences 
WILLIAM F. LEROUX, S.J., S.T.D, Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
	 REX THOMAS ELLIOTT 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The 
two volume compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. 
Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 
1968. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
THERESA MARY AHERN ANITA MARIE FjsErTo CRAIG MICHAEL MCALLISTER 
magna cum laud€ magna cum laude magna cum laude 
HASSAN HAMDAN AL-ALICIM TODD ALAN FARRAR MARTIN DAVID MEYER 
magna cum laude nagna cum laude JAMES EDWARD MONAHAN 
ABDULRAHMAN SALEH AL-SHEIKH DEBORAH JEAN FEILBERG cum laude 
ANNE-I-FE JEANNE ANDERSON summa cum !aude K.AREN LOUISE MOODY 
ANITA LOUISE ARTIS KATHLEEN MARIE FROELICH cum laude 
cum lau& cum laude PATRICIA ANN MORAN 
PERLITA CORPUS ASENCION RENE YVETFE FULTON MARTHA SUNITA MORSE 
PAULA LOUISE AUGUSTINE DEBORAH LYNNE GAFFIKIN RICHARD BRENNAN MOSELEY 
SUZANNE BABCOCK ELISA GALLA magna cam laude 
EILLEEN MARGARET BARRETF CHARLES SCOTT GRIMM STEPHEN THOMAS NEWMAN 
GERARD NICHOLAS BEEMSTER GERARD RICHARD GUINASSO KELLI JAYN NICHOLS 
THOMAS ALBERT BELLEQUE magna cam laude summa cum laude 
magna cum laude ROBERTA MAY GUNN KATHLEEN LOUISE NOONAN 
HOLLY ANNE BEUTRIN DEBRA LOUISE HENDERSON CLAIRE MAUREEN O'DONNELL 
cum laude cum laude ALBERT PACHECO 
NEIL WALTER BOERBOOM MARJORIE ELAINE HOFSTAD MICHAEL LAWRENCE PATTERSON 
DEBORAH PAGE BOYER summa cum laude VICTORIA JANE PEABODY 
magna cum laude ANN MARIE HOLZKNECHT GEOFFREY LYLE PEACE 
J 01W LEA BRANNON DENNIS JOSEPH HUNTHAUSEN JEFFREY ARNOLD PEDERSON 
nagna cam laude ROBERT JOSEPH HUTCHINSON JOAN MARIE PENNEY 
DOUGLAS JOHN BREITHAUPT cum laudt CARLA THERESE PERRY 
magna cum laude NORMAN DALE JONES KEVIN C. PETERSON 
MARIE EILEEN BRODERICK JERENE LOUISE KELLEY PETER RICHARD PETRICH 
cum laude BRIAN THOMAS KELLY PATRICE MICHAEL PLEAS 
BARBARA ANN BROOKS cum laude KAREN L. ROSENSTIEL 
THOMAS DONNELLY BROOKS MARY PHILOMENA KELLY REMBERT RYALS, III 
LESLIE ANN BUDEWITZ KELLY WILLIAM KNOX summa cum laude 
cum laude magna cam laud.e CORINNE THERESE SABLAN 
DAVID ALLEN BURKE KOLLEEN KAy KOHLRUS SANDRA LYNN SALZER 
summa cum laude KATHERINE ANN KORBUSzEwSKI cum laude 
MARTIN CHRISTOPHER CARSEADON summa cum 1€llide PAUL GREGORY SATUSHEK 
ANNE ELIZABETH CHRISTENSEN CHRISTOPHER DWIGHT KORTE MICHAEL JOSEPH SAUTER 
summa cum laude cam laude KATHLEEN HEWITT SCHAFER 
KATHLEEN M. COONEY TIMOTHY KELLY LARKIN JOHN HARRY SELBY 
summa cum laude JOSEPH RANSOM LACUGNA NANCY ANNE SHOEMAKER 
MARK JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM summa cum laude DAVID C. SMITH 
BARTHOLOMEW JOSEPH DEAN DIANE M. LARSON inagna cum laude 
MARTIN JAMES DURKAN, JR. JULIE ANN MANHAN EDWARD THOMAS SMITH 
CATHERINE MARIE EASTER magna cum laude cam laude 
LARRY ALLEN ERICKSON MARY ELIZABETH SOWARDS 
Eight 
MICHELLE RENF STEINMANN 	 JOHANNES HERMAN VANDERMOLEN 	 MICHAEL THOMAS WATERS 
SULIAMAN MOHAMED TAKI 	 summa cum laude 	 ARLENE JOYCE WEIDERT 
FAAFETA1 TOALIMA TOILOLO 
	 RITA LYNN VAN HOLLEBEKE 	 summa cum laude 
MICHAEL THOMAS TRZECIESKI 	 cum laude 	 JUALANNE WYNN WILSON 
JOSEPH LYMAN VAUDRIN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICES 
JANET MARIE BERWICK 	 CATHERINE A. HAVERLAND 	 RAE ANN RENNER 
magna cum laude 	 RHONDA ANN HORAT 	 KATHERINE KRUMBAH Scorr 
ANN ELIZABETH DOOLEY 
	 PATRICIA TALLMAN KUMMER 	 nagna cum laude 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
SHELLEY MARIE BARTELS 
	 DONNA MARIE KUGELMANN 	 E. MARl OIKI 
GLENDA MARLENE EWELL 	 MARY Jo MIRANDA 	 STEPHEN JAMES ROBISON 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
KATHLEEN R. COSTER ONEDA ELIZABETH HARRIS TAMMY ANN KUSUMOTO 
BARBARA ELLEN FRANKLIN MARIE MARKHAM HuIxIINs NAOMI LEIKO MEADOWS 
VERNON GEE, II summa cum laude LINDA NAOMI SAIKI 
SHERWIN GINErrE GROSS MELISSA LOUISE KURTZ MARY ANN TEJADA 
DIANNA J. HAINES summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MARK G. DAMON 	 SANDRA LEE FRANKLIN 	 CALVIN B. MIRA 
MARK R. DELAURENTI 	 BARBARA ANN GLASS 	 BRErF JEROME PETERSON 
NIcHoLAs PRINCE DROUTZKOY 
	
MICHELE ANNE HIBLAR 
magna cum laude 
Nine 
BACH ELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE/POLICE SCIENCE 
MESFER ABDULLAH AL-SHAMRANI DIANA LEINANI GEORGE JOHN MATTHEW LILLY 
ALL FAI-JAD AL-SABHAN LISA MARIE GRAYSON nagna cum laud€ 
SANDRA SUZANNE AMOS STEPHEN DENNIS GREEK SHERRI ANN MAURER 
JOHN MICHAEL BILADEAU cum laude cum ldude 
Josh B. BURGOS BARBARA J. HALVERSON ANGELA DENISE MOUTON 
HAROLD RAY CALDWELL JAMES EDWIN HASSINGER JAMES EVERETT NRAL 
magna cum laude magna cum laude JAMES PATRICK O'CONNOR 
BERTHA T. C HONG BARBARA JOYCE HENDERSON DUANE ALAN SANDRIN 
CYNTHIA JEAN DELONG PHILLIP A. HERRERA MARY KELLY SHANK 
WILLIAM M.F.X. DICKINSON DARLENE WILIAMS HODGES CHARLES DAVID SLOAN 
PATRICK JOSEPH FITZPATRICK GORDON L. LEE PHILIPPE JAMES UPPERMAN 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
ROSANNE MARIE BRENNER 	 TSIKAI ELlA K. GWARADA 	 CAROLINE ANN LEACHTENAUER 
JOYCE HUDSON CASSIDY 	 JOHN MARSHALL KINGERY 	 fl2gna cum laude 
REX THOMAS ELLIOTT 	 magna cum laude 	 JAMES CORNEALIUS LYONS 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEBORAH ANN ANDERSON 	 SANDRA MARLENE RASHKOV 	 SHINJI TAKAHASHI 
magna cum laude 	 cum laude 	 cum laude 
SUSAN IRENE MORELAND 	 SHANNON THERESA SHERIDAN 	 SANDRA JEAN WAKEFIELD 
cum laude 
Ten 
Albers School of Business 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, PH.D., Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
	 COLLEEN MARIE O'MEARA 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic ex-
cellence and contributions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. 
Volpe, Dean of the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
IBRAHIM A. AL-SUWAYED 
FARAD AL! AL-ZAMEL 
EDWARD SIDNEY ANSCI-IELL 
LANCE RICHARD ARNONE 
DAVID ALAN AUGUSTAVO 
EDWARD STANTON BAILEY 
FRANK MATHEW BARG 
MELODY PATRICIA BEAVER 
magna czsm laud€ 
JOSEPH ALEXANDER BELL 
GLORIA MARGARETHE BIscH 
KELVIN BOHRER 
ANTHONY ALLAN BROWN 
ANTHONY DAVID BRYDON 
NINA SUSAN BUFFINGTON 
magna cum laude 
RICHARD JOHN CARAGOL 
magna cum laude 
JOHN Louis CARROSINO 
MICHAEL PETER CARROSINO 
PAUL HENRY CLAEYS 
K. ScoTT CLARK 
MONICA ANNE COLLINS 
CINDY Lou COMIN 
BERNARD EDWARD CONNOLLY 
SUSAN KAY CONNORS 
BOB CONROY 
JAMES R. CONROY 
J EANA MARIE CROWE 
MICHAEL FREDERICK DELRE 
PETER DEAN DONNELL 
magna cum laude 
JEROME FRANCIS EBERHARTER 
RICHARD A. ELENTO 
RICHARD BLAKE ELLIOTT 
FERNANDO G. ESTUDILLO 
cum laude 
LANCE S. ETO 
MARIA MICHELE FACCONE 
ROBERT CHARLES FARRELL 
sumrna cum laude 
JANET AN-LI FEI 
MOLLY ANN FRAHER 
magna cum laude 
PATRICK WILLIAM FRENCH 
MICHAEL DAVID FULTON 
MICHAEL SANDER FUNSINN 
TOMOHIDE FURUYA 
PHILIP MICHAEL GABLE 
CAROL ANN GAMBLE 
ANTHONY LEE GEORGE 
SANDRA LYNN GILROY 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN S. GOLDSMITH 
rnagna cum laude 
PHILIPPE GRACIET 
Louts P. GUTH 
ROBERT STEPHEN HALIM 
JEFFREY DAVID HAYS 
DAVID GEORGE HESKETH 
JAMES ALBERT HUBBARD 
KATHRYN MARY ISAKSEN 
LAWRENCE ROBERT JOHNSTON 
KAREN NEILSINA JOHNSTONE 
SCOT KIM10 KAMIMAE 
THOMAS LOWEL KAMM 
ERIC SCOTT KANE 
KEVIN MICHAEL KELLY 
summa cum laude 
DENTON PHILLIP KIEHLE 
LINDA MARGARETH KOLLER 
ELIZABETH LEE KORNELL 
JOHN F. KUESTER 
THOMAS JAMES LANE 
RICHARD KEITH LANGSTON 
SHUN WAR EILEEN LW 
MICHAEL LAUBACHER 
VANCE BRIAN LAW 
REGINA OI-YuE LEUNG 
RANDALL E. LEWIS 
SONNY MOW-SUN Li 
ROBERT LEWIS LOSEY 
su1nma cum laud.e 
CESAR P. LUCERO 
Koo LAN LUNG 
FRANCES KAY MACIS 
magna cum laude 
TIMOTHY A. MAGUIRE 
NASIR MAJID 
cum laude 
MARK ROBERT MCCLAMROCK 
sunma cum laude  
MARIE ESTELLE MCNABB 
cum laude 
RICHARD ALLEN MELVIN 
STEPHEN KEITH MICHAEL 
JOHN MAYNARD NEWCOME 
STEPHEN Cm KWAN NG 
PATRICK NISHIMURA 
JOHNNY IHEUKWUMERE NJOKU 
MARGARET MARY NORTON 
COLLEEN MARIE O'MEARA 
summa cum laude 
DEBORAH CHARLENE OLIVIER 
KATHLEEN LYNN PALNICK 
inagna CU7B laude 
JOHN A. PANSEVICIUS 
curn laude 
TIMOTHY JOHN PAVOLKA 
GRACE A. PELONE 
MARION JOSEPH PERICIN 
TOM L. PETERSON 
CLOVER MAE POLK 
NORMA FELL PRIEBE 
PATRICIA A. RAMBO 
MICHAEL PAUL RIGHI 
EVELYN RIVERA RIINGEN 
nuigna cum laude 
RO5ITA YUKO ROBINSON 
NANCY M. ROSS 
magna cum laude 
PAUL MICHAEL Rossi 
TIMOTHY R.Y SANDERS 
cum laud.e 
RONALD H. SASAKI 
GEORGE HERBERT SCHALL 
SCOTT GERARD SCHIERBURG 
JOEL ALLEN SCHWARTZ 
MARK ARNOLD SEGALE 
JANICE ANN SEM 
magna cum lauck 
JOHN THOMAS SHIVEL 
DIN0 PAUL SIMONE 
PATRICIA JEAN SLACK 
summa cum laude 
GARY JAMES SMITHERS 
WILLIAM KEVIN STAPLETON 
STEVEN DUANE STEED 
curn laude Eleven 
SHAWN ERIC STOLLER 
ELLEN GERARDA SUESS 
TERESA IRENE SULLIVAN 
cum laude 
DAVID ANDREW SWALLING 
sumnza cum laude 
PATRICK GEORGE SWANSON 
CHIN VAN 
?nagna cum laude  
MARK ROBERT VARNES 
BRIAN NELSON VICKERS 
THOMAS ROBERT WAHL 
ESTOL WELLINGTON WALZ, III 
CHARLES FREDERIC WARNS 
BRENNAN HAWLEY WILSON 
magna cum laude 
JAMES DEAN WILSON 
LAURA JEAN WILSON 
summa cum laude 
Roy EDWARD WISEMAN 
SHUI HA WONG 
THOMAS JACKSON WOOD, III 
LINDA MAY WOON 
JAMES STANFIELD WRIGHT 
KENNETH D. YADON 
cum laude 
CHIMIE YIJDEN YUTHOK 
GREGORY PAUL ZAMBERLIN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
ABDULMOHSEN I. ALFAYYADH 
	
PATRICK DEWITr KILLEBREW 
	
KEVIN MICHAEL RUHL 
DEBRA LYNNE BERGT 
	
LONG-MING LIN 
	
WILLIAM MURPHY SHERIDAN 
BURAK KENT KANIA 
	
ROBIN MALCOLM LOUDON 
	
JOHN ROBERT SIDERIUS 
Higosi-II KAWASHIMA 
	
DALE MARVEN TANNER 
Twelve 
School of Education 
FREDERICK JOHN GIES, ED.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 	 KATHERINE IRENE TURNER 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based on 
professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service 
to the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
JAN15 LYNN BECHTEL 
	
MICHAEL WAYNE EGGLESTON 
	
DWAYNE DOUGLAS RAYNER HOARD 
magna cum laude 	 MARY LOUISE FORD 	 VALERIE JOY HOLLAND 
ANITA CHRISTINE CARTER 	 cum lath 
	
PAMELA JEAN LACASSE 
GWENDOLYN DENISE EAKERS 
	
RANDY LEE FURUKAWA 
	
JUDITH LYNN MYALL 
YUKIE AIDA 
tnagna cum lath 
SUZY ANN BATES 
sumraa cum laude 
JEAN KLOECK BAUMGARTNER 
BOBBI BENTLEY 
magna cum laude 
MARLISE NOHEALANI COSTA 
BEVERLY LIZA DACUAG 
SHEILA MARY DENNEHY 
BARBARA ANNE DEVER 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
KRISTIE KAY HESS 
summa cum laude 
LORALEE ELLEN HOFFMAN 
cum laude 
LAURA LEE HOGAN 
sumrna cum laude 
MARY FRANCES HURLEY 
LORRAINE MITSUE IKEDA 
EDITH LOUISE LANGE 
ROSE REBBECA-RACHEL LEFKOVITS 
BRIDGET CORR LOUDON 
DORIS ANN CRUZ MARIANO 
PATRICIA ANNE METZGER 
ROSE MARIE NAMES 
IRMA DALIA PEA 
MARY BETH REEDER 
CONNIE THERESA SHEVENKO 
CATHERINE MARIE SMERSH 
KATHRYN IRENE TURNEk 
magna cu7n laude 
BARBARA JEAN WHITE 
DIANE ANNETFE WILLiAMSON 
Institute of Public Service 
JAMES E. SAWYER, Ph.D., Direcior 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMAN RESOURCES 
MICHAEL CONNOLLY 
	
BARBARA SHICK COTHERN 
	
BEVERLY ANN WAGENER 
sumrna cum laude 
Thirteen 
School of Nursing 
PATRICIA A. FERRIS, Ph.D., Dean 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
	 MARY SUE GALVIN 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's 
academic achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the 
memory of Sister Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
RANDY YOSHINORI ARASE 
ELIZABETH VAN DORN BARCLAY 
DEBORAH ELIZABETH BARNES 
ELISE VEDIS BEAMAN 
cum laude 
CHRISTINE PRISCILLA BIRCH 
cam laude 
CATHERINE LYNNE BISE 
magna cum laude 
BRIDGET MARY CARNEY 
cam laude 
THERESA LYNNE CARE 
DIANNE MARIE CRAWFORD 
CATHERINE MARY DODSON 
nagna cum laude 
MAURA LEE DOWLING 
BARBARA ANN ECKSTROM 
cum laude 
TAMARA ANN ERHART 
KRIsTI LEANN ERSKIN 
cum laude 
JOAN HALBERT FISCHER 
magna cum laude 
MARY BRIDGET FOLEY 
MARY SUSAN NAEGELE CALVIN 
summa cum laudi 
GERALDINE ANN GARVEY 
LOUISE MARY GROVE 
SHERI LYN HARVEY 
cum laude  
DEBRA ANN HELLERS 
ANNI HERSCHER 
DEANNA LEE HODSON 
cum laud.e 
DEBORAH JEAN HOFFMAN 
magna cum laude 
DIANNE JANE HOLLISTER 
summa cum laude 
J UDIE ANN HOPPER 
magna cum laude 
MARION LUZIA HOPPER 
EMILY CECILIA JACKSON 
cum laude 
MARY TERFSE JANICKI 
CATHERINE ANNE JENEY 
JENNIFER ANN JOHNSTON-GRIGSBY 
KAREN D. KATONA 
RITA WEINAND KIRKLAND 
MARY CLAIR KRAMER 
ANN MARIE KUNKEL 
magna cum laude 
CONSTANCE ANNE LEIGHTY 
magna cum lauds 
JULIA ANN MACPHEE 
BARBARA MALINOWSKI 
cam laude 
LINDA MARIE MARACICH 
SUZANNE FENLEY MASON 
magna cum laude 
JENNIFER ANN MCINTYRE 
cam laude 
JOHN MICHAEL MIIIALIK 
magna cam laude  
LANA LEE MITCHELL 
LISA ADELE Musso 
cum laude 
FLORENCIA NGIRAELBAED 
KIM SHROYER OBERTO 
cum laude 
PEGGY CAROLYN ONEIL 
CYNTHIA ROXANNE PARR 
JOSEPHINE M. PELSTER 
MADLYN A. PETERSEN 
CONNIE Lou ROCKSTAD 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN MARY ROGACKI 
DEBORAH L. SCHMIDT 
cam laude 
CAROL FRANK SHERMAN 
MARGARET MARY SMITH 
CATHERINE MICHELLE STEPHENS 
NANCY LOUISE STOKLEY 
magna cum laude 
KATHLEEN ANN SWANSON 
TONI MARIE TORRENCE 
KATHLEEN ANN TRACEY 
MARY DOROTHY VANDENBERG 
ANN MICHELLE VDOLEK 
NANCY ANN WAHLBERG 
cum laude 
MARILYN ELAINE MONICA WALSH 
BARBARA ANN WYATF 
Fourteen 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRYJ. VAN DER WERFF, D. PHIL., Dean 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J. AWARD 
	
JOHN DUNCAN HOOPER 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, 
dedication and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BRIAN MURRAY CLARK 
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
DIANA TABANO AGAR 
MENAWEKH SULTAN ALSEBEAI 
HUMPHREY ANIKE EZEONWU 
RICHARD ALLAN FERRANTI 
cum laud€ 
AOMAR GUERCHAOUI 
JOHN DUNCAN HOOPER 
summa cum laude 
ABATE ASFAW 
RICHARD TOMAS BARRUTIA 
ROBERT WADE BRADLEY 
MICHAEL JOHN HOLLEY 
cum laude 
DANIEL ERNEST BELSVIG 
KAYE BRUNSON 
MICHAEL ROBERT CARTER 
BENTE CHRISTENSEN 
cum laude 
NOREEN KAY ANDREWS 
ROZAMUND BARCLAY 
CINDY Jo DILLON 
cum laude 
ANNIEJ. FUAVAI 
CRAIG MICHAEL MCALLISTER 
magna cum laude  
GLENN Koji KATO 
cum laude 
HAMID GH0D0UssI KHORASANI 
BIJAN KHORRAMI 
ADAM ROMAN KOCZARSKI 
PHILIP ALBERT KoRo 
SOMSAK LIMSUKTHAI 
LAWRENCE ANDERSON ONORATI 
BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
FAZLOLAH KASRAIE 
FARID KHADEM 
ROBERT Ross KIRCHMEIER 
NESTOR JESUS MEDINA 
BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
MICHAEL JOSEPH HAYNES 
MASOOD KATOOZI 
WILLIAM CHARLES KINDT 
DESIREE ANN LORD 
S. JAVAD MAADANIAN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MUTSUO Goro 
EDWARD EUGENE HAMEL 
magna cum laude 
ISABEL CRISTINE MEDINA 
GINA DENISE PHILLIPS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
MARC M. NISHIM0T0 
cum laude 
DAVID C. SMITH 
rnagna cum laude  
BAHMAN PASHAEI 
BRIAN WAYNE PATTON 
DAVID EDWARD POWELL 
DANNY JOSEPH SAY 
cum laude 
SIN HAY TANG 
magna cum laude 
JOSEPH EDWARD ZECH 
KHALID A. SOUFI 
DAVID BRIAN STALEY 
MICHAEL ANTHONY WALLULIS 
LOIS MOORS WILLIS 
TETSUO SATO 
MEHRDAD KHIABANI 
MALEKALKOTAB 
mo.gna curn laude 
HAMIDREZA RADFAR 
BEHROUZ SAYYADI 
MILES ANELU WEBB 
SHANNON THERESA SHERIDAN 
MARKEL JAMES SPERRY 
DAVID BRIAN STALEY 
OZGUL F. TABAKGI 
JOHN YOVINO 
TYRONE PHINEAS WHITE 
DAVID BRIAN STALEY 
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING 
KENNETH RAYMOND MOSER 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
JULIE A. LARSON 
cum laude 
Fifteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
KATHLEEN MARIE CARROLL 	 DAVID ALAN HARRIS 	 LYNN Do ANNE SEGAL 
DALE RONALD CYR 	 REBECCA GANDINI HENRY 
	 DAVID JOSEPH SHERMAN 
MARY LOUISE ELLIS 	 SHAWNA LEE Ross 
	
BRENDA JEANNE SHORT 
MARY KATHERINE FROST 	 AARON JAMES STREET 
magna cum laud€ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
BARRAK A. AL-MURSHED 
	
KAREN MARIE KEMPTON 	 KATHY AMANDA LAMBERT 
PATRICK THIERRY BYRNE 
	
DONALD BRIAN KIPPER 
	 STEPHEN GREGORY MARTIN 
DANIEL RICHARD GREGORY 	 DAN EDWARD PARISEAU 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION 
MARIANNE STYBELLE BARNETT GLENN JOSEPH GELHAR NOBLE ONYEDIKACHI OGBUAGU 
cum laude MARIE SETSU HAMADA CYNTHIA MARY RANSINC 
FREDA L. CLARK KAREN JEANNE HANLON BEVERLY A. ROTH 
PATRICK WILLIAM DOLAN MAUREEN L. HUTTON CHERYL K. SMITH 
ELISA MARIE FRANCESCHI JOYCE MARIE KAIDE ANN DUCHESNE SUHADOLNIK 
PAMELA L. FRAZIER WENDY MEEKINS WALLErTE ANN LEHUA VARDE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
ANTHONY BARRETF CORRIGAN 
	 COLLEEN MARIE O'MEARA 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
PATRICIA BREEN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
DANNY C HANG 
cum laude 
PATRICK JAMES HOEPFNER 
RANDAL SUNAO MIURA 
YOCESH N. SHAH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
MEND! KATOOZI 
magna CU!?! laude 
STEPHEN ANDREW MCFADDEN 
RUBEN VICENTE SORIANO 
HECTOR RAFAEL PEA 
Matteo Ricci College II 
EDWIN H. WEIHE, Ph.D., Dean 
THOMAS ABEL 
MARK ANGELO ALFIERI 
MARY SUSAN BUSH 
cur, laude 
PATRICIA ANN CARROLL 
magna curn laude 
MARK JOSEPH CLEMEN, JR. 
surnma cum laude 
MATTHEW THOMAS COLLINS 
JACQUELINE ALICIA DR JONG 
LESLIE PATRICIA DEAMER 
magna cum laude 
MATTHEW MURPHY DURKAN 
MARY KATHLEEN FREEMAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
PATRICIA ANN HAHLER 
JULIE ANNE HATTRIJP 
magna cum laude 
JULIANE PATRICE HILL 
ANTHONY EDWARD HUBBARD 
magna cum laude 
NICHOLAS JOHN VICTOR JONES 
DONALD GRAY KIRSCH 
JEFFREY PAUL LARSON 
CRAIG ANDREW LINDBERG 
DONALD DREW MACLEAN, JR. 
J OENNE OLENA MCGERR 
magna cum laude 
SHEILA FRANCES MCLEAN 
KELLY BERNARD MINER 
cum laude 
JEANNIE PATRICE MUCKLESTONE 
MAUREEN ANN MULCAHEY 
DONALD J. OLUND 
FRANK XAVIER PENNYLECION 
ROBERT LOCKWOOD PERRY, JR. 
GAYLEN LEIGH ROACH 
CHRISTOPHER QUENTIN SALISBURY 
TERESA M. SANDERS 
NANCY MARIE SMERSH 
MARK ALAN SOLOMON 
CHARLEEN DELIA STRATTON 
TODD PEDDlE SULLIVAN 
THOMAS R. WAHL 
Sixteen 
Graduate School 
MARYLOU WYSE, Ph.D., Dean 
IRENE ANITA ARDEN 
CLORINDA RODRIGUEZ-WATERS ARNOLD 
LESLIE ANN BLIDE 
MARK V. CASEY 
EDDIE LYNN DALE 
JUDITH Iscs DOUD 
LISA PASCHOAL GIAMOYRIS 
CAROL PATRICE GREGG 
MASTER OF ARTS 
TIMOTHY DUANE COTFERELL 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
GAIL-NANCY HIRSCHEL 
MELINDA SUZANNE JONES 
SHEILA FAY LARSEN 
PAULINE MARY LOVE 
THERESE KEOHEN MCDERMOrF 
HAROLD ALFRED MONSEN 
KATHLEEN O'BRIEN 
PETER B. PATITUCCI 
JOAN REDMOND ROBERSON  
GWEN K. ROCKWELL 
CARLYN HOVE ROEDELL 
GREGORY GORDON SCHULTZ 
MADELYN DEEB SIEP 
CLARENCE T. SURRIDGE 
KATHLEEN MARIE TARABOCHIA 
MELVIN BLAKE WILLIAMS 
EDWARD YAKUSHIJIN 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
CRAIG Scorr DALY 
STEPHEN PETER BOGAN 
	 EDWARD JOHN DELMORE 
DONALD RAY BOND 
	 JAN RUTH HOLLER 
HOWARD VERN CHRISTIANSON 	 EDDIE JORDAN 
KEVIN KANE KING 
CRAIG LEE NICHOLES 
STEPHANIE ANNE ScRIPPs 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
PHILIP H. ADAMS JOHN DAVIES FRIEND 
GALENO SORIANO ALTAVAS MARK JAMES FROST 
SUSAN KAY BECHTOLD KATHRYN J. HALL 
JOHN D. BELENSKI ROBERT L. HAWKINS 
JAMES ROYAL BILLING STEVEN GLENN HEEREN 
STEVEN HENRY BOUDREAU BRIAN ALLEN HOFFMAN 
THOMAS AFTON BROTHERTON FRDY ANTOINE JAQUES 
DAVID F. CHILDS WILLIAM ALLEN JESSEERGER 
BRENDA HAGLUND CHRISTENSEN MARILYN LOUISE JOHNSON 
GINNY L. CONNER KENNETH WARREN KADASH 
DENNIS P. CONNORS THOMAS GERARD KEELING 
TERRY DEXTER CONOVER THAIS CATHERINE KEHRER 
ROBERT CORTESE RUTHANNE MARIE KING 
CHRISTOPHER HAVELOCK CREECH JAMES EDWARD KNOBLET 
JAMES HENRY CURRAN, III RUSSELL MASATO K0IDE 
DOUGLAS J. DELAURENTI EMMETT FRANCIS LANE 
RICHARD LEE DORTON DIANA KWOK-DAI LEUNG 
JAMES CALVIN DoUGLAs CARL JOSEPH MEALY 
SUZANNE MARIE ERICKSON JAM ES JOSEPH MILLER, JR. 
DOUGLAS BRUCE EVANS MARTIN JOSEPH MILLER 
KATHY SIMS EVANS RODNEY ETSUO MOTONAGA 
STEPHEN A. EVANS GEORGE JOSEPH MULLER 
CHARLES STEPHEN FERGUSON KEVIN FRANCIS MURPHY 
LAURENCE MAXWELL FERGUSON, JR. MARK THOMAS ORTMEIER 
EDWARD RICHARD FERNANDEZ WILLIAM JOSEPH OSTERHOUT 
KAREN JANE Fox ROGER AlAN PARRY 
EVELYN PECK 
DANIEL GORDON PLArr 
KO0KAI. GOPAI.AN RAMACHANDRAN 
GEORGE ALFRED RINGSTAD 
ANTS ROOSME 
JOHN JAY SALSBURG 
CONNIE RAE SCHMIDT 
GUNTHER MATHIAS SCHULLER 
FRANK VERNON SINCOCK 
KEITH LAVERN SMITH 
MARK KIMBALL STABLER 
JAMES RICHARD STARK 
ALAN DOUGLAS THORNDIKE 
MARCIA MARIE TUFAROLO 
TERRENCE N. TURNER 
PATRICIA ANN TWISSELMAN 
JERRY NORIO UYEDA 
RICHARD HOLLAND WATSON 
GARY LOREN WELCH 
ANITA ANN WESTRUM 
GREG ROBERT WHITE 
HERBERT WILLIAM WHITE 
JERRY WAYNE WHITFEN 
PETER JOHN WILLIAMS 
DOUGLAS DEAN WISMAN 
JEAN WITHERS 
Seventeen 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
MARY LOUISE KRAMER 
LYNDA RING ANDERSON NANCY LEE DRECHSEL SANDRA K. LORENZEN 
PAUL A. ANDERSON KIM A. ECKLUND KATHLEEN TERESE MARION 
CAROL GARLAND BAKER RENEE FELLINGER DIANA COCHENER MASON 
LOGAN CLARK BALDWIN JOE INGRAM GILLIs MARILYN MERRITF MORROW 
SUSANNA REED BARNETT RICHARD ERNEST HASSELBLAD E. DUANE RIEDESEL 
GARY WAYNE BENTON GARY WAYNE HOLMES ROLAND F. TAM SING 
BONNIE CHWAST DAVID P. JOHNSTON JULIE JURASEK VERHEUL 
DORIS BRAI'j CIJ1AK LAURA LYNNE KEIM STEPHEN MICHAEL WOOLLEY 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
TERRENCE JOHN ACENA LYNN L. FULLER MARILYN MAXINE NYBO 
FLORENCE MAY ANDERS PATRICIA ANN FURDEK CORADEE K. OLSON 
CARYL BANNISTER HASHEM HOSSEINI HAZEL A. PANGALLO 
DIANE LEE BAUMANN RUANGYOT KALVICHITR CONSTANCE JEAN PERRY 
HELEN TERESA BUCKLAND RONALD ROBERT KEELING SARA D. RICE 
MYRNA HELEN RICHEY BURCH DONNA DEE KEHLE JUDITH LYNN ROHM 
EARL J. COSSEY DAVID ROBERT LEWIS MARCIA K. SOULE 
REED CHARLES DAVIS MARY ELLEN MAFFIA RONALD A. THOMPSON 
TOM P. DEMETRE HERTICA YORDORA MARTIN BERNICE IRENE WILLIAMS 
LOIS D. DRAKE RoslE CALICCHIO MOORE RANDALL LEE WOMACK 
SHANE DENNIS DUNBAR MARGARET MARY NABAKOOZA VICTORIA WONG YEE 
MARY ELLEN EAGLE JACKIE S. NICOL GEOK CHoo YE0 
WILLIAM LESLIE EWING STEVEN RAY YOUNGBLOOD 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
MARY CATHERINE DOSTAL 	 JULIANNE KOCH 	 JOAN ELICE MILLER 
JOAN MARIE HENTGES 	 SR. CATHERINE LIVERS, SP 	 SR. ROSALIE NODER 
SR. KATHLEEN A. KELLY, SP 	 MARY LACOURSE MAUREN 	 SR. ANNE MARIE RYAN, OP 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
MARY POUNDS CICHOWSKI 	 ROBERT FRANCIS KALAL 	 SR. MARY THERESE POWERS, CSJ 
LINDA HAHUS 	 JOHN ANTHONY STEGER 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
LORETFA ASHURST ALBRIGHT PETER BOWDEN KING ELEONORE UTTING PRICE 
MOHAMMAD HASSAN ASAF DONN ROGER KOLBECK CHRIS ROBERT ROSE 
GARY LEE CHRISTENSON ANNA L. LAAKSO ROBERT JESS SOLTESS 
JAMIE WOOD GODSHALL DOUGLAS A. LINDSAY THOMAS GUY SWANSON 
BARBARA L. GOEN STEVEN CRAIG MCVICAR KAREN LEWIS TORELLI 
KATHERINE ANNE HUNTER MANIJEH NAMDAR ZANGENEH GREGORIO ISMAEL VIALPANDO 
KENNETH PETER KELNFIOFER JOHN EDWARD NEEDHAM CARLOTTA Jo WINT 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
HARRIET A. AGNEW MARIA CRISTINA IGOA SR. MARJORIE ANN SCHMIDT, OSB 
MARGARET LOUISE BAAT ANJA KOOT A. THERESE SCHWEICKERT 
PAUL Louis CERVINSKI CHARLES PATRICK LING ALEXANDER JOHN SHAIA, JR. 
BETTY RUTH CONKLIN SR. MARILYN THERESE LIPPS JOAN MICHLE SIROIS 
RITA LUCILLE COTrERLY MARGUERITE HARRIS MAIN JEANETFE DOROTHY STAMPAHAR 
ROBERT FRANK DREWES KATHLEEN ANN MARSH SR. CAROL ANN STENGER 
BARBARA ANN DuBois SR. MARYANN MURPHY, MHSH SR. ROSELLA UDING, CDP 
SR. MARILYN ANN ELWER, OSF MARY KATHERINE WHITACRE 
JOSEPH MARIO FASI ANN MARIE ZENK 
Eighteen 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
NNAMDI CHUKWUKADIBIA EOBUKICHI 	 HEOAYATOLLAH MosTowFl 	 FRANK DIETMAR NEUMANN 
HOOSHYAR HAMEDANIZADEH 	 WILLIAM LEE MURRAY 	 KAZAM TALAIYAN 
LINDA ANN THERESA AVERILL 
'Managerial Techniques Which Prontole Doff Motivation in 
Declining School Populations' 
ELAINE COLLINS BLOOMER 
Stee1ent-o-Student Needs Asessment: Dudents' Perception of 
Their High School Program as Surve'ied Through a Student 
Interview Approach' 
KATHRYN FRANCES DAVIES 
'Development of a Universal Set of Guidelines and Model for 
Parent-School Interaction' 
MARGARET M. DAVIS 
'Women Administrators of Public Secondary Schools in Three 
West Coast Statet' (with Marcia Rotlev) 
MARION STONE GRAMBAU 
'A Smoking Intervention Program in a Junior High School' 
KATHLEEN FEENEY JONSON 
'Planning and Implementing a Junior High Gifted Program 
for Language Arts/Social Studies' 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
MARJORIE I. BRADFORD MATHERS 
'Attitudes of Academicians Toward Selected Aspects of 
Continuing Education in Washington State Four- Year 
Colleges and Universities' 
SUSAN STANBERY McCoy 
'The Behavior of the Principal in the Process of Planned 
Change' (with Geral,n Shrew) 
MARILYN JOYCE COCHRAN MOSLEY 
'Alaska Native Women's Changing Roles and Implications 
for Education' 
GERI NYEGAARD 
'The Effects of a Program of Teacher-Parent Comonunicatwn 
and Parental Involvement upon Parental Satisfaction with 
Schools' (with Mary Paula Done) 
MICHAEL MEREDITH PERRY 
'The Participative Planning of School Facilities' 
MARCIA CARROLL RODES 
'Women Administrators of Public Secondary Schools in Three 
Wett Coast States' (with Margaret Davis) 
DALE ALLEN Scorr 
'An Iden4fication by Principals and Supervisors of the Most 
Important Qwlifications of the Elementary School Principal of 
the 1980's' 
GERALYN RUTH-KUGLER SHREVE 
'The Behavior of the Principal in the Process of Planned 
Change' (with Susan McCoy) 
MARY PAULA STONE 
'The Effects of a Program of Teacher-Parent Commwucation 
and Parental Involvement Upon Parental Satisfaction with 
Schools' (with Geri Nyegaard) 
ARTHUR SIDNEY TINDILL 
'A Model for the Development of a District Administratorh 
Training Program in the Province of British Columbia' 
JOHN WESTON WELLS 
'An Action Plan for Staff Development in a Uneversity' 
DELIGHT CARTER WILLING 
'A Key to the General Educational Development Program: a 
Guide for Preparing Students to Take the New Tests' 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by the Reverend William J. Sullivan, S.J., President of 
Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A PROFOUND SENSE OF GRATITUDE AND RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR THE GIFT OF EDUCATION WHICH I HAVE RECEIVED 
I PLEDGE MYSELF TO HOLD MY DEGREE AS A TRUST 
AND TO DEDICATE MYSELF 
TO THE SERVICE OF MY FELLOW MEN AND WOMEN 
AS A MANIFESTATION OF ENDURING LOYALTY 
TO MY ALMA MATER, MY COUNTRY AND MY GOD 
A wards 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 	
COLLEEN MARIE O'MEARA 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
SCHOLARSHIP CITATIONS 
Graduates who have completed a baccalaureate degree with the highest possible academic scholarship are awarded a 
certificate of achievement. The certificate has been earned by the following graduates: 
JOHN DUNCAN HOOPER 	 ARLENE JOYCE WEIDERT 
Nineteen 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgment of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the Universi-
ty and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on: 
J. WILLIAM McLELLAND, M.A.—BUSINESS (1947) 
VINCENT S. PODBIELANCIK, Ph.D.—CHEMISTRY (1947) 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION 	 JAMES B. MCGOLDRICK, S.J. 
Dean Emeritus 
Commissions 
LT. COL. JAMES G. ADAMS, M.S. 
DECEMBER 29, 1980_*Phillipe 
 J. Upperman, Ordinance. 
JUNE 7, 1981—Patrick T. Byrne, Medical Service; *Todd 
 A. Farrar, Military Intelligence; Daniel R. Gregory, 
Ordinance; *Roy 
 C. Harrington, Field Arterillery; K. Langston, Transportation; Selwyn Pacleb, Adjutant 
General Corps; *C&la 
 T. Perry, Unassigned; 'Paul G. Satushek, Signal Corps; Charleen D. Stratton, Signal Corps; 
and Mary Ann Tejada, Ordinance. 
*Distingujshed Military Graduates 
Student Achievement Awards 
Associated Students Athletes of the Year 
Sigma Theta Tau—Outstanding Nursing Seniors Award 
University President's Trophy 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award 
George C. Marshall Research Foundation ROTC Award 
American Veterans of World War II Award 
Colonel Steven J. Millet Award 
Veterans of Foreign Wars Award 
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association Educational Funds Awards 
Pacific Northwest Conference of Student Chapters of American Society of 
Civil Engineers—First Place Regional Technical Paper Competition 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Seattle Section, Ladies Auxiliary Award 
Bob Kennedy 
Tracy Manduchi 
Mary Sue Galvin 
Emily C. Jackson 
CarlaT. Perry 
Todd A. Farrar 
Richard K. Langston 
Roy C. Harrington 
Karl F. Bahm 
Mary Ann Tejada 
Paul G. Satushek 
Charleen D. Stratton 
Dan Say 
Eric Corbin 
Student Academic A wards 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—Presented annually by Alpha Sigma Nu to the senior 
who has done the most to promote scholarship, loyalty and service 	 John Kingery 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science 	 Deborah J. Feilberg 
Twenty 
Paul A. Volpe Graduating Senior Award 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Award 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Award 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award 
Graduates Club Outstanding Athlete Scholarship Award 
Colleen M. O'Meara 
Robert C. Farrell 
Margaret M. Norton 
Sandra L. Gilroy 
Dale J. Christiansen 
Monte A. McVay 
David A. Swalling 
Laura J. Wilson 
Tracee A. Degrande 
Tracee A. Degrande 
Dave Augustavo 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Theresa Ahern, Mohsen Banan, Marianne Bellaccomo, Bobbi Bentley, Suzanne Benoit, D. Page Boyer, Jody Bran-
non, Douglas Breithaupt, Br. Thomas Brooks, Leslie Budewitz, H. Ray Caldwell, Bridget Carney, Patricia Carroll, 
Lisa Chase, Anne Christensen, Ann Clark, Kathleen Cooney, Andrea Davaduk, Harriet DeBroeck, Rex Elliott, Fer-
nando Estudillo, Sheila Evoy, Anita Falsetto, Robert Farrell, Deborah Feilberg, Joan Fischer, Mary Foley, Stephen 
Greer, Gerard Guinasso, Rita Hilton, Deborah Hoffman, John Hooper, Zikanene A. Isu, James Keller, John 
Kingery, Caroline Leachenauer, Christy Leskovar, Robert Losey, Drew MacGregor, Julie Manhan, John Mihalik, 
Kelly Miner, Mark Moschetti, Mary Moss, Lisa Musso, Brian Naasz, Marc Nishimoto, Colleen O'Meara, Jeffrey 
Parr, Mary Rice, Evelyn Riingen, John Sauvage, Katherine Scott, Cary Stevenson, David Smith, Gregory Tanner, 
Madelaine Thompson, Stephen Warner, Laura Wilson, Mary Wybo and Diana Zottman. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Galeno S. Altavas, Melody P. Beaver, James R. Billing, Dale Jay Christiansen, Dennis P. Connors, Peter D. Donnell, 
Katherine Ann Esser, Fernando G. Estudillo, Robert C. Farrell, Molly A. Fraher, Michael D. Fulton, Sandra L. 
Gilroy, Bill T. Clancy, Kathleen S. Goldsmith, Paul S. Heneghan, Lynn Marie Jorgensen, Kevin M. Kelly, J. Randall 
McClaflin, Mark R. McClamrock, Monte A. McVay, Colleen M. O'Meara, E. Arlene Park, Kookal G. Ramachan-
dran, Ants Roosme, Nancy M. Ross, Janice Sem, David A. Swalling, A. Douglas Thorndike, Patricia Twisselman, 
Chin M. Van, Karin A. Van Valkenberg, Greg R. White and Laura J. Wilson. 
SIGMA P1 SIGMA, NATIONAL PHYSICS HONORARY 
Mehdi Katoozi and Stephen McFadden. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Elise Beaman, Christine Birch, Bridget Carney, Susan Coggoshall, Karen Craig, Kristi Erskin, Carmela Estudillo, 
Debbie Fuss, Mary Sue Galvin, Karen Gardner, Geraldine Garvey, Ann Herscher, Deborah Hoffman, Deane 
Hollister, Judie Hopper, Lisa Ide, Emily Jackson, Catherine Jeney, Denise Keith, Mary Kramer, Rosemary La Cour, 
Jennifer Lee, Constance Leighty, Brian Loeppky, Linda Maracich, Suzanne Mason, Julia Mac Phee, Elizabeth 
Musso, Vicki Naubert, Peggy O'Neil, Connie Rockstad, Dori Rugut, Lynn Schlecht, Cary Stevenson, Marilyn Walsh, 
Mary Winkler and Barbara Wyatt. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Amirhossain Amindavar, Musaid AlSayegh, Kwee Ang, Mohsen Banan, Ali Bukair, Tseng Chin, Eric Corbin, Hus- 
sein Fayez, Richard Ferranti, Mark Frank, Mark Haynes, John Hooper, Glenn Kato Bijan Khorrami, Christy 
Leskovar, Ann Monis, Peter Opsahi, David Powell, Dan Renneburg, Dan Say, Sin Hay Tang, and Timothy Wherry. 
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Scholarships 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed 
only those scholarship recipients who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE/MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
To Graduating Seniors 
AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY: Janet Berwick 
	 Julie Manhan 
Gordon L. Lee 
	 Doris Manano 
AID ASSOCIATION FOR LUTHERANS: Deborah Feilberg 
ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP: Douglas Breithaupt 
Kathleen Cooney 
Colleen O'Meara 
AMERICAN BUSINESS WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION: Julie Manhan 
(Washoe Zephyrs Chapter) 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS: Colleen O'Meara 
BOEING SCHOLARSHIP: Robert Bradley 
	 Glenn Kato 
Michael Haynes 	 Lawrence Onorati 
CPA WIVES CLUB OF SEATTLE: Kevin M. Kelly 
Mark R. McClamrock 
DR. HANS AND CLARA ZIMMERMAN SCHOLARSHIP: Perlita Asencion 
FARMERS INSURANCE SCHOLARSHIP: Bernard Connolly 	 Michael Delre 
Jeanna Crowe 	 Shawn Stoller 
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH: Shawna Ross 
GREATER BENEFICIAL UNION SCHOLARSHIP: Gloria Bisch 
H.H. THIBEAU: Philip Gable 
Ellen Suess 
INVESTORS GUARANTY LIFE INSURANCE SCHOLARSHIP: Fernando Estudillo 
JOHN AND MARGARET NELSON: Stephen Greer 
NELLIE MARTIN CARMAN SCHOLARSHIP: Larry Erickson 
NEWSPAPER FUND, INC.: Anne Christensen 
NORTHWEST HOSPITAL AUXILIARY: Catherine Stephens 
PHI CHI THETA: Colleen O'Meara 
PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORIZATION: Kathleen Goldsmith 
Thomas Belleque 
PUGET SOUND GROUP OF NORTHWEST PAINTERS: Deborah Boyer 
SAUL AND DAYEE HAAS: Anne Christensen 
SEATTLE URBAN LEAGUE: David Sherman 
SOLO CUP COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Rae Renner 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MERIT GRANT: Bernard Connolly 
Edward Hamel 
Craig McAllister 
Stephen McFadden 
Richard Mosley 
WESTERN GEAR SCHOLARSHIP: Diana Agar 
Desiree Lord 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Cathleen N. Bucher, Mary B. Carter, Ann Marie Cecilian, Celeste M. Colasurdo, Elizabeth E. Conlon, Natalie J. 
Everett, Mark J. Fishbaugher, Roberta L. Forsell, Michael J. Gilbert, Linda M. Glass, Patricia L. Heinicke, Paul M. 
Heltsley, Elizabeth A. Herlan, Edith L. Herman, Frederick B. Holt, Gregory F. Ircink, James A. Keyes, Margo P. 
Mandel, Miranda W. McGuinness, Linda R. Milano, Cathy E. Moore, Patrick G. Oblander, Karen M. Sheehan, 
Tami J. Taft, Carol L. Warner, Colleen A. Webster, Robert E. Welsh, Richard T. White and Donald C. Wunsch II. 
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ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Karl F. Bahm, Jude P. Barrett, Bruce A. Britton, Paul C. Chernell, Charles E. Court, Jr., Shawn P. Daugherty, 
Michael A. Dory, Todd A. Farrar, Darnel R. Gregory, Maurice L. Guyant, James M. Henry, Andris M. Ikstrum, 
Richard K. Langston, Sarah H. Perez, Mary B. Pitsch, Ronald E. Ray, Paul G. Satushek, David S. Seymour, Bradley 
J. Steiger and Gregory J. Thramer. 
STUDENT SERVICE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Dawn Anderson, Spectator Copy Editor; James Bush, Spectator News Editor; Dale Christensen, Spectator Business 
Manager; Sharon Curran, ASSU Executive Secretary; Bart Dean, Spectator Photo Editor; Tim Ellis, Spectator Sports 
Editor; Eric Johnson, ASSU First Vice President; Susan McDonough, Spectator Feature Editor; Mary Meske, ASSU 
Senate Secretary; John Miller, Spectator Editor-in-Chief; Todd Monohon, ASSU President; Clair O'Donnell, Spec-
tator Copy Editor; Mike Petrie, ASSU Second Vice President; Steve Sanchez, Spectator Managing Editor; Terry 
Scanlon, ASSU Publicity Director; Mark Stanton, ASSU Treasurer; and Cindy Wooden, ASSU Office Coordinator. 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 
Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is a historically ordered, 
integrated study of the great thinkers of the western world designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation and a 
critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the socio-cultural context. After completing the Honors 
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The following graduates have completed the program, Leslie Ann Budewitz (English); Rex Thomas Elliott (Political 
Science); Larry Allen Erickson (History); Brian Thomas Kelly (History); Kelly William Knox (Drama); Joseph 
Ransom LaCugna (Philosophy); Caroline Ann Leachtenauer (Political Science); Craig Michael McAllister 
(Philosophy and Chemistry); Kelli Jayn Nichols (English); Brian Lavern Placzek (English); and David C. Smith 
(Philosophy and Chemistry). 
THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
The presidential medallion is the badge of office worn by the University president on formal academic occasions. 
The medallion is triangular, carrying forward the motif of the University mace, and symbolizing both the Triune God 
and the triality of man, creature of body, mind and spirit. 
The front surface of the medallion is of etched bronze and carries elements of the University seal. At the top are the 
letters IHS, drawn from the Greek spelling of Jesus and especially appropriate to the University which is conducted by 
the Society of Jesus. The American eagle and shield signify the relationship of the University to the nation it serves. 
Two wolves hovering over a large pot symbolize the generosity of the house of Loyola, family of the founder of the 
Society of Jesus, and seven diagonal stripes indicate awards for valor made to the family. 
In the lower portion, the crescent is the sign of the Immaculate Conception, patroness of the University; the evergreen 
tree represents the state in which it is located; and the tepee commemorates Chief Seattle, whose name the University 
and the city in which it is located both bear. 
The reverse side of the medallion is of sterling silver and is engraved with the name of the University in Latin and the 
date of its founding. 
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Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating exercises are a 
costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics; the buildings were cold; capes 
and hoods were required for warmth, the robes of scholars were similar to the cassocks of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, the hooded cape 
has been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves have been redesigned to indicate the 
character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student movement in the United States endorsed academic apparel as 
overcoming awkwardness and difference in dress at graduation exercises and resulted in a standardization of academic 
costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a master's gown, and 
a doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. 
Hoods are also recognized for each of the above degrees and vary in shape, size and length. The shell of the hood 
matches the black material of the gown, and is lined with the color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. 
The velvet bordering of the hood is of a color indicative of the field of learning to which the degree pertains. The Ox-
ford cap, proper for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye once the degree is conferred, is also symbolic of the degree and conforms to the code of colors for hood trim-
ming. Prior to the actual conferring of the degree the tassel is worn over the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are 
entitled to wear a gold tassel. The tassel of a bachelor's degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The 
color for each field of learning follows: 
Arts, Letters and Humanities White Library Science Lemon 
Business Olive Drab Medicine Green 
Dentistry Lilac Music Pink 
Economics Copper Nursing Apricot 
Education Ice Blue Philosophy Dark Blue 
Engineering Orange Physical Education Sage Green 
Fine Arts Brown Public Affairs Peacock Blue 
Journalism Crimson Science Golden Yellow 
Laws Purple Theology and Divinity Scarlet 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
SEATFLE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS 
Genevieve Albers Carlos Flohr (Emeritus) Charles Riley 
Thomas Bannan (Emeritus) Joseph M. Gaffney Celeste Rogge 
Sheldon Best Richard Hedreen Rosanne Royer 
John A. Beyer Walter T. Hubbard William Ruckelshaus 
Peter Bigelow James T. Hughes Millie Russell 
William E. Boeing, Jr. D. John Jolly Valerie Ryan 
Eugene Brenner Rhoady Lee, Sr. Mary Ann Sauvage 
Cliff Burglin Jeanette Lowden S. Josef Selak 
William R. Chandler Dorothy Lynch Robert L. Sheeran 
William Clancy Gene E. Lynn Joseph Silva 
Rev. Patrick Clark Mary Malarkey Lois Speliman 
Dorothy Cordova Frank McCord Rev. WilliamJ. Sullivan, Sj. 
Joseph R. Curtis Joseph McGavick George Weigel 
Ralph M. Davis John McMillan William Weisfield 
Michael Dennehy David L Moberly Frederick S. Weiss 
Brian Ducey John A. Moga James Williams 
Patrick Fahey Robert D. O'Brien William P. Woods (Emeritus) 
Virgil Fassio Thomas O'Connell Ann Wyckoff 
Donald Phelps 
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